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OVC PREDICTIONS TAKE YOUR PICK 
The sports staff makes their weekly Ohio 
Valley Conference football predictions. 
Health Service provides a multitude of birth 
control options for students. Find out which -
if any- is right for you. 
WEDNESDAY I 10.10.07 
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKl iTHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Joe Bertolino, with his boyfriend Bill Liepold, 
talked to students Tuesday night in the Grand 
Ballroom. The speakers talked about being gay and 
how students can gain awareness about the gay 
community. 
Stereotypes 
addressed 
with comedy 
Speakers teach students how 
to diminish homophobia and 
heterosexism in communities 
By Brittany Morgan 
Sta ff Reporter 
Joe Bertolino and Bill Leipold were speakers Oct. 
8 hosting the presentation called "When the Gays 
Move into Mr. Roger's Neighborhood." 
"lhank you for coming out; no pun intended," 
said Bertolino at the beginning, getting laughs out of 
the quiet audience. 
Bertolino and Leipold will celebrate being together 
for 14 years on Oct. 31. 
They accompanied their presentation with a Pow-
erpoint slideshow. 
The first of the slides, titled, "Statement of Self-
understanding" asked the audience to realize that 
nobody is perfect with regards to homophobia and 
heterosexism. 
Bertolino and Leipold stressed not to be afraid to 
ask them any questions. 
Some rules for the program included a willingness 
to have an open mind and a willingness to learn, agree 
to disagree, and respect others' opinions. 
"We aren't here to make you huge homo lovers," 
Leipold said. 
They addressed the concept of stereotypes and 
where they come from in today's society. 
Some of the categories listed were parents, media, 
peers, teachers, religion, government and employers. 
SEE LEIPOLD, PAGE 2 
SEE SPORTS, PAGE 11 SEE CAMPUS, PAGE 3 
VOL. 94 I ISSUE 37 
Student Senate to vote on 
$12,000 Homecoming budget 
New IBHE-SAC resolutions, 
plans for EIU to be 
discussed tonight 
By Chris Walden 
Student Government Reporter 
Student Senate will be voting on wheth-
er to approve an additional $12,442 for the 
Homecoming Committee tonight. 
On Thursday, the Apportionment Board 
approved the additional funding, but Stu-
dent Senate must also approve the money 
before it can go to the Homecoming Com-
mittee. 
The committee will be giving its presen-
tation at the meeting to explain what they 
will be paying for throughout Homecom-
ing week. The proposed money will cover 
costs for publicity, food, various events and 
prizes. 
Homecoming Week begins Monday. 
The theme for Homecoming this year is 
"Lights, Camera, Action!" 
In addition to the Homecoming pro-
posal, Student Senate will also be voting 
on a bill to pay $398.68 for Trashformers, 
a recycling event put on by the Universi-
ty Recycling and Development Committee 
within the senate. 
SEE SENATE, PAGE 6 
WRITING 
ON THE 
TRESIER WILLIAMS I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
A car moves past the mural painted on the corner of Jackson Avenue and Sixth Street. The 
mural depicts a sceen from a massacre which took place in Charleston during the Civil War. 
HISTORY BEHIND THE MURAL 
1862 
Democrats take 
over the state 
House and start 
passing legis-
lation that ob-
structed the Civil 
War effort. 
Republican gov-
ernor finds a 
loophole in a law 
that allows him to 
delay the recess 
of legislation for 
an extended peri-
od of time. 
MARCH 28, 1864 
2 years after the 
recess of the legis-
lation is over, the 
Democrats ready 
themselves for the 
meeting to come. 
The meeting is can-
celed. Unaware of 
the cancellation, 
people show up 
anyway. 
A drunken shouting 
match begins even-
tually swelling up 
into a town riot. 
The murals 
of downtown 
chronicle a mostly 
unknown history 
By Barbara Harrington 
Staff Reporter 
On March 28, 1864, the Charleston Square was the site of a drunken riot. 
The riot is portrayed by a mural 
on the Charleston Square, but 
many Charleston citizens know 
nothing about the event. 
Michael Kleen, a history gradu-
ate student, said this lack of knowl-
edge may be because many peo-
ple do not have the opportunity to 
learn much about their own state's 
history while in school. 
"People tend not to care about 
local history that much," Kleen 
said. "There is just a lack of inter-
est." 
Kleen has been researching the 
Charleston Copperhead Riot for 
about three years and believes it is 
an important part of Charleston's 
history. He said even though the 
riot occurred almost 140 years ago, 
its roots were in partisanship - an 
issue still prevalent today. 
"People were not open to debate 
or discussing issues with one anoth-
er," he said. "They felt like one 
side couldn't have their grievances 
heard. As soon as that started, peo-
ple picked up weapons. Today, with 
so much partisanship, this should 
serve as a warning that this could 
happen if we're not careful." 
Kleen said before and during the 
Civil War, partisanship was huge 
in Illinois. The state was basical-
ly split in half, with Northern Illi-
nois being heavily Republican and 
Southern Illinois mostly Democrat. 
SEE WALLS, PAGE 6 
NEWS 
WEATHER OUTLOOK 
TODAY 
62° I 43° 
Mostly sunny 
THURSDAY 
620 I 440_.,.1 .. 
Partly cloudy ~ 
FRIDAY 
590 I 370 _ ... I .. 
Partly cloudy ~ 
Leipold beaten up when he came out 
LEIPOLD, FROM PAGE 1 
People make choices about all 
of these things, except parents, said 
Bertolino. 
The audience was asked to raise 
their hands and give examples of 
words that people call homosexuals. 
Some of these included "fanny 
bandit" and "rump ranger". 
Every hand in the auditorium 
went up when the audience was 
asked if they knew someone who 
was gay, lesbian or bi-sexual. 
When they were asked to give an 
adjective to describe the person they 
knew, they said creative, fashionable, 
talented, confident and nonjudg-
mental, among others. 
The first list was directed at peo-
ple the audience didn't know but the 
second list was directed at people 
that were either family members or 
ACTION! 
friends, but all of the people are hu-
man, Betolino said. 
Betolino and Leipold defined 
some key terms like an "ally" as 
someone who thinks all people de-
serve respect and "coming out" vs. 
"the closet." 
Leipold told the story of how he 
realized he was gay and how he came 
out of the closet, which included be-
ing beaten up, his room being ran-
sacked and a fire being started out-
side his dorm room. He also told the 
audience about breaking off his en-
gagement and breaking the news to 
his conservative Catholic parents. 
After he and his first boyfriend 
broke up, Bertolino's dad told him, 
"There are plenty of swordfish in the 
" sea . 
Bertolino shared his experience in 
telling his best friend he was gay and 
dealing with it at his job. 
Hints were also given for hetero-
sexuals in meeting and dealing with 
gays and lesbians including not to 
run screaming in the other direction 
and not to assume they are attracted 
to you. 
Bertolino and Leipold ended the 
presentation by answering questions 
from the audience saying "no" they 
do not want children and "no" they 
do not want to get married. They 
said although they do not want these 
things, they support others who do 
or want to do these things. 
The director of Greek Life, Bob 
Dudolski, said his reasons for bring-
ing these speakers to Eastern was for 
the fraternities and sororities to learn 
about these topics, even if they may 
be controversial. 
"Every fraternity and sorority is 
touched by these topics and others 
like it," he said. 
AMIR PRELLBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Markiana Jackson, junior biology major, paints the superheroes Batman, Superman and Spider-Man on the glass win-
dows of the Bridge Lounge in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Tuesday afternoon. The mural is being 
painted for Homecoming Week, which begins Monday. The theme for Homecoming is "Lights, Camera, Act ion!" 
SWEDISH SENSATION 
The Daily Eastern News biogs on 
t opics ranging from sports t o world 
politics to music and more. Today's 
blog: Scott Richey on Jes per Parn-
evik and the Swedish invasion at 
the Valero Texas Open. 
MULTIMEDIA 
www.dennews.com 
COACHES PODCAST 
Thanks to Kyle Schwartz and the 
Ohio Valley Conference, the Daily 
Eastern News has podcasts with 
Eastern football coach Bob Spoo 
and Murray State coach Matt Griffin 
from the OVC Teleconference. 
RUGBY SLIDESHOW 
Each week, the multimedia content 
of den news.com is kept on the Web 
site throughout the week it origi-
nally ran. What t o look for today: a 
slideshow from Saturday's rugby 
game against Ohio State. 
WWW.DENNEWS.COM I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS I WEDNESDAY 10.10.07 
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ONLY 3 MORE CHANCES TO ROUND UP YOUR GROUP, CLUB OR 
ORGANIZATION MEMBERS TO ... 
GET YOUR WARBLER PICTURE 
TAKEN ABSOLUTELY 
FREE! .-
Other dates: Thursday & Friday, 
Oct l 81h and 26th in lhe 
Effingham room 
All group photos 'viii be taken 
0.9pm in MLK Union 
Check out our newly redesigned 
website with slideshows, podcasts, 
and stories @ dennews. com 
WWW.DENNEWS.COM 
CHOOSING YOUR 
BIRTH CONTROL 
METHOD 
Health Service provides a variety of options 
for students to prevent unwanted pregnancy 
A PRICE BREAKDOWN AT 
HEALTH SERVICES 
Condoms 
$1 for6 
Pill 
$25/pack 
Shot 
$ 5 o/injection 
Ring 
$35/month 
By Erin Matheny 
Sta ff Reporter 
For many students, college is a time 
to meet new people and have new expe-
riences. 
Unexpected pregnancy, however, is 
something most people are not keen to 
try. 
To help prevent this experience, 
Eastern Health Service and pharma-
cy provide a variery of birth control 
options for students. 
The majority of birth control avail-
able on campus is generic forms of the 
pill, but non-generic forms are also 
available, like Ortho Tri-Cyclen Lo. 
The generic pills are either combi-
nation hormone pills containing estro-
gen and progestin, or progestin-only 
pills. Pill packs are available in 21-day 
or 28-day packs, but the pharmacy car-
ries mostly 28-day packs. 
An appointment is required with 
health service to determine which pill is 
right for a patient. One type of pill is 
not appropriate for everyone. 
"lhere are a lot to choose from, and 
some side effects, but if one pill doesn't 
work, it can be switched," said Kathie 
Blesch, physician assistant at health ser-
vice. 
Aside from the pill, the Nuva Ring 
and the Depo Provera shot are also 
available. 
The Nuva Ring is a flexible plas-
tic ring inserted into the vagina once 
a month. The ring is left in for three 
weeks and taken out on the fourth 
week to allow for a period to occur. 
Those wishing to use the ring meet 
with a doctor to learn how to insert and 
remove the ring. 
The Depo Provera shot is injected 
every 12 weeks and contains a hormone 
similar to progesterone. Contrary to the 
pills and the ring, the shot is available 
through the pharmacy without sched-
uling a doctor's appointment. 
Other options available through the 
pharma-
cy without 
making a doctor's 
appointment are condoms and Plan B, 
also known 
as the morning-after pill. 
Plan B is taken when the prima-
ry birth control method fails, such as 
when a woman forgets to take the pill, 
or if a condom breaks during sexual 
activity. The pill should be taken within 
three days of the incident, but is more 
effective when taken sooner. 
According to pharmacy supervisor 
Jeri Doty, the pill is the most prescribed 
birth control method. She said patients 
need to figure out which method is best 
for them. 
"It's very individualized. They are all 
effective, but the most important thing 
is to get the person comfortable," Doty 
said. 
Blesch said the best way to acquire 
birth control from health service is to 
make an appointment and talk with a 
doctor about different options. 
Patients are directed to take an 
online course in order to help the doc-
tor evaluate their knowledge of birth 
control and to help highlight points the 
doctor may need to clarify. The infor-
mation in the online course is also avail-
able in a paper format that can be pro-
vided by the doctor. 
Blesch said students should not let 
fear of their parents interfere with their 
acquisition of birth control. 
"Some students are worried to make 
an appointment because of conflict 
with their parents," Blesch said. ''Yet an 
accidental pregnancy isn't something 
they would want to have happen." 
Blesch said confidentiality is a prior-
ity at health service. 
of women ages 15-44 do not 
use any form of contraceptive. 
NATIONAL 
CONTRACEPTIVE STATS 
0 19%- Pill 
0 17% - Female 
Sterilization 
0 15%- Other Methods 
0 11%-Condoms 
WHO'S USING WHAT? 
Women 15-19 
Female sterilization: N/ A 
Pill: 16.7% 
Other methods: 6% 
Condom:85% 
None: 68.5%* 
Women20-24 
Female sterilization: 2 2% 
Pill:31.9% 
Other methods: 12% 
Condom:14% 
None: 39.3%* 
Women25-29 
Female sterilization: 10 3% 
Pill:25.6% 
Other methods: 15% 
Condom:14% 
None: 32.3%* 
* None includes those that have 
not had sex yet. 
Midterms hit new students, faculty 
The middle of the 
semester is a tough 
time for everyone 
By Carlnice Robinson 
Sta ff Reporter 
Midterms are here. 
But most new students, transfers 
and new faculty are just starting to 
get adjusted to life at Eastern. 
"I've adjusted fairly well," Jade 
Dunning, freshman, said. '1 am 
catching on to how things work 
around here. At first, I was a bit 
scared that the classes would be hard 
and I would not be prepared. But 
now I've realize that classes are not 
difficult if you apply yourself and 
study." 
As some snidents cram at the last 
minute, it is becomes harder to avoid 
the stress of midterms. 
However, some have managed to 
find a balance among the chaos. 
Sorrell Darough, transfer junior, 
copes with stress in a common way. 
''.After studying for a while, I like 
to take a break and watch a movie 
or get a bite to eat," Darough said. 
"It helps to relax me and free my 
mind." 
Some students said they believe 
teachers are purposely making mid-
terms tough to make their lives more 
difficult. 
Kyle Kellam, a new instructor 
in the communication department, 
thinks differently. 
He insists that he spends as much 
I've not been 
sleeping. I 
had to cut 
down on sleep to 
get all the things 
I need done:' 
Kyle Kellam, instructor, 
on the stress of midterms 
time preparing for midterms as the 
students do. 
'Tve not been sleeping. I had 
to cut down on sleep to get all the 
things I needed to get done," he said. 
"This has added to my stress, but 
kept me caught up with my classes' 
work." 
Contrary to popular belief, teach-
ers are having just as hard of a time 
as students have getting adjusted to 
Eastern, as well as coping with mid-
terms. 
"At first, it was tough," Kellam 
said. "A lot of information was given 
at orientation, but the students and 
other faculty have made it easier for 
me to get adjusted - best staff I have 
ever seen in my life." 
With the semester halfWay over, 
new students have had time to adjust 
to their new life. 
"I thought I would be real-
ly homesick when I got here, but 
as I made new friends and joined 
Rhythm and Ecstasy dance team, I 
was able to get more familiar with 
CAMPUS BRIEFS 
Campus guide channel 
now working 
The campus TV Guide channel 
is currently working after being 
down since last weekend. 
Mark Hudson, director of 
housing and dining, said there 
was a glitch that would not 
display the programs currently 
playing. 
The campus cable provider, 
Institutional Network 
Communications of Simpsonville, 
Ky., was notified of the problem. 
Hudson said the Internet-based 
guide channel was fixed by 3 p.m. 
after he was notified about the 
problem around 12:45 p.m. 
Prison documentary 
showing in Booth 
The P.O.V. documentary "Prison 
Town, USA"will be shown today 
in Booth Library. 
The documentary focuses on 
the prison boom from the 1990s, 
when many prisons were built 
in rural communities, and shows 
how a California town tries to 
spark its economy by building a 
prison. 
A discussion after the film will 
allow filmgoers to share their 
thoughts on it through "video 
letters;' which will be shared with 
P.O.V. 
The letters may appear on the 
P.O.V. Web site. 
The documentary starts at 6:30 
p.m. in Room 4440. For more 
information call 581-6072. 
- Matt Hopt Associate News 
Editor 
ON CAMPUS 
TODAY 
MS Word Intermediate 
Workshop 
Time I 9:00 a.m. 
Location I Booth Library e-
classroom 
More info I 581-6061 
Hearing Rehabilitation 
Sessions 
Time I 10:30 a.m. 
Location I 2nd Floor Human 
Services Center 
More info I 581 -2712 
CORRECTIONS 
On Page 1 of Monday's edition 
of the Daily Eastern News, the 
location of Boy Scout Troup 141 
was incorrectly reported. It is 
actually based in Charleston. 
The DEN regrets the error. 
COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR 
EVENTS 
To report any errors, local events 
or general suggestions for future 
editions please contact our news 
editor, Hayley Clark, via: 
Phone I 581-7942, 
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gmail. 
com 
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall 
DAILY 
EASTERN NEWS 
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"LET'S GIVE THEM SOME-
THING TO TALK ABOUT" 
Should there be a 
minimum age to have a 
Firearms Owner 
Identification Card? 
To submit your opinion on this 
week's topic, bring it in with identifi-
cation to the DEN at 1811 Buzzard 
Hall or submit it electronically from 
the author's EIU e-mail address to 
DENopinions@gmail.com by 4 p.m. 
today. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Letters to the editor can be submit-
ted at any time on any topic to the 
Opinions Editor to be published in 
the Daily Eastern News. The Daily 
Eastern News' policy is to run all let-
ters that are not libelous or potentially 
harmful. They must be less than 250 
words. 
Letters to the editor can be brought 
in with identification to the DEN at 
1811 Buzzard Hall or submitted elec-
tronically from the author's EIU e-
mail address to DENopinions@gmail. 
com. 
COLUMNISTS NEEDED 
The Daily Eastern News has a 
Monday spot open for anyone in 
the Eastern community to submit a 
column. 
For more information contact 
Graham Milldrum, the Opinions 
Editor, at 581-7942 or at 
DENopinions@gmail.com. 
CONTINUE THE DEBATE 
• 
ONLINE 
• Extended letters 
• Forums for all content 
www.dennews.com 
DRAWN FROM THE NEWS I CHRIS LEE 
STAFF EDITORIAL 
When the sun goes down, 
danger comes out to play 
With recent concerns about violence 
on and near campus, it pays to take a look 
around the city of Charleston. 
Streets can be disturbingly dark, even very 
close to campus. This is not only a risk for 
assault. It can be risky to drive in areas where 
lighting is especially bad, making a collision 
with a pedestrian much more likely. 
An object lesson can be made of Third 
and Second streets, which only have one 
light for the entire block between Grant and 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
the DEN editorial board. Reach the 
opinions editor at: 
DENopinions@gmail.com 
It is easy to say that more lights should 
be installed and that sidewalks should be re-
paired. 
How will such safety programs be ini-
tiated. After all, lights and concrete cost 
Lincoln, where there is lots of student hous- money. 
ing. PEDSAFE says a concrete sidewalk will 
Some light spills over from Grant and normally cost between $12 and $20 per lin-
Lincoln, but much of the block is shrouded eal foot. This may not seem expensive. 
by darkness. A city block is about 330 feet. This turns 
This is especially bad on Second, where what seems to be a cheap upgrade into some-
a red maple has grown up around the light, thing much more expensive. Even at the low-
keeping most of the street in shadow. est estimated rate, a sidewalk replacement 
That is a prob- --------------------1for just one side of 
lem that needs I.I Spooky I ig hting i 5 a block will cost the 
immediate cor- d f H I I city $3960. When 
rection. Lights QOO Or a OWeen, multiplied by the 
are no good if not for normal I ife:' number of blocks in 
they aren't al- he city, full replace-
lowed to func- ment would be astro-
tion. 
The lighting and sidewalk on these blocks 
is similar to where the female student was as-
saulted on Sept. 16. 
Coupled with the poor state of the side-
walks, it makes the area a very disturbing 
place to be in. 
PEDSAFE, a project by the Federal High-
way Administration, says, "Good street light-
ing improves the visibility, comfort, and se-
curity of pedestrians. In urban areas, it is im-
portant to light at least the intersections and 
other pedestrian crossing areas." 
Charleston does do a fair job of this. 
Lights are provided at most intersections, 
and major arterial roadways, such as Lincoln, 
are well lighted. 
However, it is the back streets that need 
the focus. 
nomical. 
Lighting is probably more effective, and is 
also cheaper. A light does not need to be in-
stalled every foot, like a sidewalk does. 
The city of Plano, Texas, expects to pay 
between $1600 and $2400 per new light fix-
ture, based on the existing electrical system. 
But that is the cost of an entirely new pole 
and system. 
Simply attaching a light to a pole, like the 
current lights on Second and Third is signifi-
cantly cheaper and varies based on the light 
used. 
The choice of bulb has a confusing array 
of options - type of gas, energy consump-
tion, replacement cost, brightness. But there 
are a number of safe and cheap alternatives. 
These costs should be borne. It should not 
be an eternal Halloween in Charleston. 
SCOTT MURRAY 
A celebration 
of genocide 
This Monday, the United States 
celebrated one of only two federal 
holidays honoring an individual 
- Columbus Day. 
Instated in 1937 by Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, Columbus Day encourages 
American citizens to recall with 
great pride the arrival of Christopher 
Columbus to the "New" World, where 
which he "paved a new route for Europe" 
that "enabled the eventual spread of 
Christianity as well as western culture," 
among other valorous pursuits. 
On this day, it is useful and indeed 
necessary to take a look at the history of 
Christopher Columbus as told by himself 
and his contemporaries - a perspective 
which is at extreme variance with popular 
notions of the voyager. 
Upon Columbus's landfall, he 
encountered a group of "well-built" 
natives with "good bodies and handsome 
features." The people of the tribe merrily 
greeted the sailors, offering to share their 
goods with the Europeans and showing 
no hostility for, as Columbus observed, 
"they do not bear arms, and do not know 
them." 
Columbus wrote later that day in his 
journal that the natives "would make 
fine servants," and that "with 50 men, we 
could subjugate them all and make them 
do whatever we want." Columbus and his 
men wasted no time in carrying out this 
goal. 
"As soon as I arrived in the Indies," 
Columbus writes, '1 took some of the 
natives by force," demanding they "guide 
him to the source of the gold" he sought. 
Those who refused were "run through 
with swords" and then left to "(bleed) to 
death." 
The trend of murderous relations 
with the natives that Columbus began 
would persist for untold years. Many 
were enslaved and brutalized, often 
under the vicious encomienda system 
that Columbus himself helped devise. In 
addition, American Heritage Magazine 
details how "Columbus personally 
oversaw the genocide of the Taino Indian 
. " nation. 
A close contemporary of Columbus, 
Bartolome de las Casas, observed that 
the Spaniards tormented the enslaved 
tribespeople with glee, often "knifing 
Indians by the tens and twenties or 
cutting slices off of them to test the 
sharpness of their blades." Even by 
the limited accounts of the time, the 
policies carried out by Columbus and 
his immediate successors resulted in 
the calculated slaughter of hundreds 
of thousands of natives across the 
hemisphere in the matter of a century. 
The actions of Columbus were harshly 
- and rightfully - criticized by many of 
his contemporaries in Europe, despite the 
asinine charge that critics of Columbus 
unfairly judge him "in terms of values that 
we hold today." 
The goal here, of course, is not to 
condemn a long-dead individual, but 
rather highlight the ways in which 
Columbus - and Columbus Day 
- embodies a delusion of valor that mars 
our cultural memory in a way that has 
served, in the words of the American 
Indian Movement, to justify the "theft of 
our lands, the attempted destmction of 
our nations and the genocide against our 
people." 
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Mural historically relevant to Charleston 
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Lunch box Voodoo, Ea stem's sketch comedy group, practices its skit "Voodoo Hazing" Tues-
day night in the Thomas Hall basement. The group will perform at 9:30 tonight in Lawson. 
LunchboxVoodoo to 
bring laughter to campus 
12-member comedy sketch 
group will perform at 9:30 
tonight in Lawson Hall 
By Silas Pepple 
Sta ff Reporter 
Imagine the Trix Rabbit holding you hos-
tage to gain access to his favorite cereal. 
Your heartbeat increases as the situation 
becomes increasingly despairing. 
A leprechaun shows up to negotiate your 
release, and the body count starts rising. 
This may not seem like an ideal afternoon, 
but when performed by Lunchbox Voodoo as 
part of a sketch comedy act, it can actually be 
fonny. 
The group will perform at 9:30 tonight in 
Lawson Hall. 
Lunchbox Voodoo, Eastern's only sketch 
comedy group, performs original work for stu-
dents and the public. 
Lunchbox Voodoo consists of 12 students. 
Ryan Peternell, senior theatre arts major 
and president of Lunchbox Voodoo, said the 
cast is a diverse group. 
Theatre arts, psychology and business 
majors, plus students from ROTC, make up 
some of this season's cast. 
Sketch comedy is a series of short come-
die scenes, such as those seen on the television 
show "Saturday Night Live." 
At a Lunchbox Voodoo performance, audi-
ence members will see about seven sketches, 
each five to seven minutes in length, with a 
few quick jokes during interludes. 
Peternell said their sketches come from cur-
rent trends, parodies of commercials, religion 
and politics. Everything Lunchbox Voodoo 
does is for laughs. 
They try not to show their personal beliefs. 
''As president, I am trying to push for us to 
use only our original sketches," Peternell said. 
Group members sit in groups and tell their 
jokes to come up with sketch ideas. 
Lunchbox Voodoo performs primarily at 
residence halls. 
It has also performed at 7th Street Under-
ground and Charleston Alley Theatre. 
Every fall, Lunchbox Voodoo holds try outs 
for new cast members, rypically drawing about 
20 students. 
Those interested in being part of the cast go 
through an interview, a cold reading of their 
material, and a possible callback in which they 
perform with the existing cast. 
Greg Young, computer technology graduate 
student and vice president of Lunchbox Voo-
doo, said the group is constantly working on 
new material, though they will use old favor-
ites. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
This caused a great amount of tension 
within the state. 
In 1862, Democrats took over the state 
house and started passing legislation that 
obscured the war effort. 
They tried to pass resolutions against the 
war and tried to make it difficult for people 
to register for the draft. 
The Republican governor at the time 
found a loophole in a law that allowed him 
to decide how long he could send the legisla-
ture on a recess. 
After his discovery, the governor took 
advantage of the loophole and decided to 
send the legislature on a two-year recess. 
Kleen said this allowed the governor to 
basically rule the state like a dictator. 
Democrats who wanted peace with the 
South and wanted to restore the United 
States to the state it was in before the war 
realized there was not much they could do 
because the legislature had been disbanded 
under the power of the governor. 
Democrats decided to arm themselves 
and start performing drills because they fig-
ured the opposition would come for them 
any day. 
On March 28, 1864, a Democrat was 
scheduled to speak in Charleston. 
H owever, because a unit of Union soldiers 
was on leave, the speaker decided to cancel 
his appearance at the last minute, for fear 
that his speech would stir up trouble. 
People were not aware of the cancellation, 
so they showed up anyway. 
Among these people was a group of Cop-
perheads. 
The Copperheads, also known as "Peace 
Democrats," were a group of Democrats who 
opposed the Civil War and wanted to make 
immediate peace with the South. 
The Peace Democrats were called "Cop-
perheads" by Republicans because of the cop-
per coins they wore as badges. 
The Copperheads showed up to the town 
square with a wagon foll of guns, determined 
to get the Union soldiers out of Charleston, 
Kleen said. 
People in the square started shouting at 
one another, many of them drunk. 
The Union soldiers accused the Copper-
heads of disloyalty, while the Copperheads 
insulted and threatened the Union soldiers. 
Kleen said everything erupted when a 
Union soldier bumped into a Copperhead. 
The soldier asked if there were any Cop-
perheads around. 
The man replied, "Yes; I am one." 
The Copperhead then drew his pistol and 
shot the Union soldier. 
Everyone started fighting. 
"Basically, the Copperheads grabbed all 
m Q 2302 Bostic Drive I Charleston, IL 
//It draws people 
to the square ... 
The murals help 
people appreciate 
where Charleston 
was and where they 
are today. It paints 
the town's history:' 
Karen Petersen, 
Charleston special events 
and tourism supervisor 
their guns and mowed the soldiers down," 
Kleen said. "The whole fight probably didn't 
last longer than five minutes." 
After the riot, things calmed down in 
Charleston. 
The following summer, it was obvious the 
South would lose the Civil War. 
Kleen said he thinks some people do not 
like to talk about the riot because there is an 
element of racism involved. 
"There were laws on the books that pre-
vented the slave trade in Illinois," Kleen said. 
"They didn't want black people coming to 
Illinois and competing with their labor." 
Kleen said Copperheads often called 
Republicans "Black Republicans" because the 
Copperheads thought they wanted to "Afri-
canize the North." 
When he first saw the mural in the town 
square, Kleen was not even aware of what it 
was. 
H is curiosity led him to research the top-
ic. 
H e has since written several papers on 
the subject, and may soon be writing a book 
for the Southern Illinois University Press on 
Copperheadism. 
On Oct. 19, Kleen will be presenting 
one of his papers at a history conference in 
Springfield. 
Charleston special events and tourism 
supervisor Karen Petersen said she believes 
the mural portraying the riot not only helps 
to educate locals, but also helps some local 
businesses by attracting visitors to the down-
town area. 
" It draws people to the square," Peters-
en said. "The murals help people appreci-
ate where Charleston was and where they are 
today. It paints the town's history." 
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STATE BRIEFS 
Jackson stays in public 
housing to make point Pa.: Give Illinois FutureGen 
CHICAGO - The Rev. Jesse 
Jackson was spending Tuesday 
night in a public housing 
complex on Chicago's South Side 
where residents have complained 
of harassment by police. 
Speaking on a playground in 
the midst of the Harold Ickes 
Homes, Jackson said police are 
using "Gestapo-style" tactics 
there. 
But he also handed out free 
groceries, publicized avenues for 
job training and GED classes and 
opportunities for low-cost health 
care screenings, and pushed for 
more access to drug treatment 
programs for public housing 
residents. 
"Jobs are going out and drugs 
and guns are coming in," he said. 
"We need to break that cycle:' 
Jackson planned to sleep in an 
eighth-floor unit. 
Dead teen's family sues 
owner of party home 
WAUKEGAN - The family of 
Coal-rich state backs 
Mattoon, Tuscola as 
site for emissions-free 
energy technology 
The Associated Press 
Pennsylvania sided Tuesday with 
Illinois' bid against Texas for an 
experimental, $1.5 billion power 
plant, figuring a victory by the Land 
of Lincoln could make it easier to 
clone the nearly emissions-free tech-
nology someday in coal-rich Penn-
sylvania. 
An Illinois official downplayed the 
timing of Pennsylvania's announce-
ment in the FutureGen sweepstakes, 
insisting its latest support wasn't an 
11th-hour attempt to sway the com-
petition in its favor. 
Pennsylvania is doing what other 
Illinois neighbors have done in back-
ing the state's quest for what officials 
say could be a prototype for future 
nonpolluting electrical generation 
//It is critical that FutureGen is 
successful, and we believe that 
the state of Illinois and their 
sites offer the FutureGen Industrial 
Alliance the best chance for success 
in the future:' 
Letter to FutureGen from Pennsylvania Gov. Ed Rendell 
systems, said Mark Harris, an Illi-
nois Department of Commerce and 
Economic Opportunity spokesman. 
Indiana aligned with Illinois 
in December 2005, saying uni-
ty between two states that share the 
same coal basin should bolster Illi-
nois' chances of snatching the proj-
ect. Kentucky also has voiced its 
backing for Illinois, H arris said. 
"All along, we've had interest 
from other states," he said. "The big-
ger picture is that FutureGen in Illi-
nois is more consistent with states" 
in the Midwest rather than sites else-
where. 
FutureGen would be a prototype 
plant that its developers - a consor-
tium of coal and power companies 
and the Department of Energy -
say would have almost no emissions. 
Instead, the carbon dioxide it gen-
erates would be injected into sand-
stone deposits deep underground. 
Finalist sites include Mattoon and 
Tuscola in eastern Illinois, and Jew-
ett and Odessa in Texas. 
FutureGen promises about 1,300 
jobs during its construction and 
another 150 permanent jobs once 
it's built. 
Illinois officials also argue that 
easy access to coal weighs in the 
state's favor, and the job of "seques-
tering" pollution underground will 
be simpler because Illinois isn't rid-
dled with oil and natural gas wells 
that could allow the gas to escape. 
In a letter Tuesday to Future-
Gen's developers, Pennsylvania Gov. 
Ed Rendell wrote that Illinois offers 
the geology, expertise, transportation 
infrastructure and local and state 
support "necessary for a project of 
this magnitude." 
"lllino is' natural characteristics are 
more common with other coal pro-
ducing states like Pennsylvania that 
will look to replicate the technolo-
gies demonstrated by the FunueGen 
project," Rendell wrote. " It is criti-
cal that FutureGen is successful, and 
we believe that the state of Illinois 
and their sites offer the FunueGen 
Industrial Alliance the best chance 
for success in the future." 
a teenager killed in a car crash 
last year has sued a suburban 
Chicago family, claiming it was 
negligent in allowing the victim 
to drink alcohol at a house party. SIU-C to reveal plagiarism panel findings 
In a lawsuit filed Monday in Lake 
County, the family of 18-year-
old Ross Trace said negligent 
supervision from Jeffrey and Sara 
Hutsell of Deerfield and their 
son, Jonathan Hutsell, caused the 
teen's death. 
The lawsuit also alleges the 
Hutsells had hosted parties in 
which minors were drinking "on 
multiple occasions:' 
Jeffrey and Sara Hutsell were 
convicted in July by a Lake 
County jury of endangering the 
life of child, violation of the state 
liquor control act and obstruction 
of justice by lying to police the 
night of the accident. 
University president 
first accused by 
student newspaper 
The Associated Press 
Southern Illinois Universi-
ty's board of trustees plans to meet 
on Thursday and publicly reveal a 
review panel's findings on how to 
resolve plagiarism allegations dog-
ging the system's president. 
At least one of the panel's mem-
bers wondered Tuesday if there will 
be anything to discuss. 
The Carbondale school sent an 
advisory Tuesday announcing the 
special meeting and a subsequent 
news conference to discuss the fac-
ulty committee's dissection of claims 
that Glenn Poshard plagiarized 
parts of his 197 4 master's thesis and 
1984 doctoral dissertation from the 
school. 
But David Worrells, an associate 
professor of aviation management 
and flight, said the panel's review of 
Poshard isn't yet final. The group was 
scheduled to meet again on Wednes-
day. 
'Tm just a little concerned that 
(the plan is) we're going to the board 
Thursday; I just don't know that's 
going to happen," said Worrells, sec-
retary of the school's Faculty Senate. 
"We are aiming for finishing (our 
work) tomorrow. We are hoping," 
said Ramanarayanan Viswanathan, 
the Faculty Senate president who 
heads the panel tapped last month 
by Chancellor Fernando Trevino. 
Viswanathan, a professor of elec-
trical and computer engineering, 
declined to discuss the panel's find-
ings so far or which way the group 
leaned, saying its report would go 
to the chancellor and be ultimately 
revealed by the board of trustees. 
Rod Sievers, a spokesman for the 
school, said that "it was decided we'd 
have this news conference with the 
thought this report would be done." 
Poshard has said he might have 
made mistakenly left out some cita-
tions but didn't plagiarize. Gross has 
said the flap involves "technical dis-
agreements on how attribution and 
references were cited in style 30 years 
ago." 
The allegations surfaced Aug. 30 
when SIU's student newspaper, The 
Daily Egyptian, reported that at least 
30 sections in Poshard's ll 1-page 
doctoral dissertation were not attrib-
uted to their original sources or put 
in quotation marks to show they 
weren't Poshard's writing. 
Recyclable sculpture contest held next month 
FROM SENATE, PAGE 1 
If approved, Trashformers will 
be a recycling competition Nov. 5 
in which students must assemble 
sculptures from recyclable goods. A 
judging process will follow and stu-
dents who win will receive a free 
pizza party. 
Jen Wedig, chair of the commit-
tee, said students wishing to com-
pete can work on their projects 
ahead of time, but at least half of 
each of the sculptures must be made 
up of recyclable goods. 
Senate members will also be 
presenting information from this 
semester's first Illinois Board of 
~outh ilte 
s Cn 2s-~~ ~ 
614 Jackson Ave. 
Across from the Courthouse 
M-F 5am-2pm 
Sat 5am-1pm 
(217)-345-5089 
High Education I Student Advisory 
Committee. 
Levi Bulgar, student execu-
tive vice president, will summa-
rize IBHE-SAC's first meeting in 
a report to the senate, which will 
include several upcoming plans and 
resolutions voted on, according to 
Student Senate Speaker Adam Mar-
tinelli. 
IBHE-SAC is a gathering of stu-
dent representatives from universi-
ties within Illinois, and the gather-
ing often determines new ideas and 
policies for Illinois schools, includ-
ing student fees. 
The first meeting was held Sept. 
29 at DePaul University in Chicago. 
Student feedback from the "Float 
for Thought" event Oct. 3 is still 
being compiled by Student Senate 
member Dave Keyes and will not 
be presented until next Wednesday's 
meeting. The Senate meets at 7 p.m. 
Wednesdays in the Arcola/Tuscola 
Room in the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
~~_Ed_1_c __ 1_11_1_n _11_b_F_1_1r 
Wednesday, November 7, 2007 
9 am-1 pm 
Grand Ballroom, MLK Union 
Need help getting ready? 
Check out our upcoming ' 
workshops & special events! II 
NATION BRIEFS 
U.S. military deaths in 
Iraq approach 4,000 
As of Tuesday, at least 3,818 
members of t he U.S. mi litary 
have died since the beginning 
of the Iraq war in March 2003, 
according to an Associated Press 
count. 
The figure includes seven 
military civilians. 
At least 3, 109 died as a result of 
hostile action, according to the 
military's numbers. 
The AP count is seven higher 
than the Defense Department's 
tally, last updated Tuesday at 10 
a.m.EDT. 
Also, 28,093 U.S. service 
members have been wounded in 
hostile action, according to the 
Defense Department's weekly 
tally. 
All 1 O passengers die 
in Wash. plane crash 
WHITE PASS, Wash. - Searchers 
found the last three victims 
among 10 killed when their plane 
crashed in Washington's central 
Cascade Range on their way 
home from a skydiving event. 
Bodies of seven of the 10 
people aboard were found 
Monday. 
Recovery crews found the rest 
on Tuesday, said Nisha Marvel, 
spokeswoman for the state 
Department ofTransportation's 
aviation division. 
The plane left Star, Idaho, on 
Sunday evening en route to 
Shelton, Wash., but did not arrive. 
It had been returning from a 
skydiving meet in Idaho when it 
disappeared. 
Advisory panel worried 
about 'dirty' bombs 
WASHINGTON - The U.S. 
government should replace more 
than 1,000 irradiation machines 
used in hospitals and research 
facilities because terrorists could 
use the radioactive materials 
inside to make a "dirty" bomb, a 
government advisory panel has 
concluded. 
The machines are in relatively 
unprotected locations such as 
hospitals and research facilities 
all over the country, and may be 
a tempting source of radioactive 
materials for terrorists who want 
bombs that explode and disperse 
radioactive debris over a large 
area, rendering it uninhabitable, 
the board found. 
CIA torture claim won't be heard 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - A German 
man who says he was abducted and 
tortured by the CIA as part of the 
anti-terrorism rendition program 
lost his final chance Tuesday to per-
suade U.S. courts to hear his claims. 
The Supreme Court rejected with-
out comment an appeal from Khaled 
el-Masri, effectively endorsing Bush 
administration arguments that state 
secrets would be revealed if courts 
allowed the case to proceed. 
El-Masri, 44, a German citizen 
of Lebanese descent, says he was 
mistakenly identified as an associ-
ate of the Sept. 11 hijackers and was 
detained while attempting to enter 
Macedonia on New Year's Eve 2003. 
H e claims that CIA agents 
stripped, beat, shackled, diapered, 
drugged and chained him to the floor 
of a plane for a flight to Afghanistan. 
H e says he was held for four months 
in a CIA-run prison known as the 
"salt pit" in the Afghan capital of 
Kabul. After the CIA determined it 
had the wrong man, el-Masri says, 
he was dumped on a hilltop in Alba-
nia and told to walk down a path 
without looking back. 
The lawsuit against former CIA 
l It will shatter all trust in the 
American justice system:' 
Manfred Gnijdic, el-Masri's attorney, 
on el-Masri's case 
director George Tenet, unidentified 
CIA agents and others sought dam-
ages of at least $75,000. 
"We are very disappointed," Man-
fred Gnijdic, el-Masri's attorney in 
Germany, told The Associated Press 
in a telephone interview from his 
office in Ulm. 
"It will shatter all trust in the 
American justice system," Gni-
jdic said, charging that the United 
States expects every other nation to 
act responsibly, but refuses to take 
responsibility for its own actions. 
"That is a disaster," Gnijdic said. 
El-Masri's claims, which prompt-
ed strong international criticism of 
the rendition program, were backed 
by European investigations and U.S. 
news reports. German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel has said that U.S. 
officials acknowledged that el-Mas-
ri's detention was a mistake. 
The U.S. government has nei-
ther confirmed nor denied el-Masri's 
account and, in urging the court not 
to hear the case, said that the facts 
central to el-Masri's claims "concern 
the highly classified methods and 
means of the program." 
El-Masri's case centers on the 
CIA's "extraordinary rendition" pro-
gram, in which terrorism suspects 
are captured and taken to foreign 
countries for interrogation. H uman 
rights activists have objected to the 
program. President Bush has repeat-
edly defended the policies in the war 
on terror, saying as recently as last 
week that the U.S. does not engage 
in torture. 
El-Masri's lawsuit had been seen 
as a test of the administration's legal 
strategy to invoke the doctrine of 
state secrets and stop national secu-
rity suits before any evidence is pre-
sented in private to a judge. Anoth-
er lawsuit over the administration's 
warrantless wiretapping program, 
also dismissed by a federal court on 
state secrets grounds, still is pending 
before the justices. 
Conservative legal scholar Doug-
las Kmiec said the Bush White 
H ouse uses the doctrine too broad-
ly. "The notion that state secrets can't 
be preserved by a judge who has tak-
en an oath to protect the Constin1-
tion, that a judge cannot examine 
the strength of the claim is too trou-
bling to be accepted," said Kmiec, a 
law professor at Pepperdine Univer-
sity. 
A coalition of groups favoring 
greater openness in government says 
the Bush administration has used 
the state secrets privilege much more 
often than its predecessors. 
The state secrets privilege arose 
from a 1953 Supreme Court ruling 
that allowed the executive branch 
to keep secret, even from the court, 
details about a military plane's fatal 
crash. Three widows sued to get the 
accident report after their husbands 
died aboard a B-29 bomber, but the 
Air Force refused to release it claim-
ing that the plane was on a secret 
mission to test new equipment. The 
high court accepted the argument, 
but when the report was released 
decades later there was nothing in it 
about a secret mission or equipment. 
Devlin gets life sentences after plea 
The Associated Press 
CLAYTON, Mo. - The hor-
ror faced by two boys abducted in 
rural Missouri was revealed Tuesday 
in court, where their captor plead-
ed guilty and prosecutors said a vid-
eo showing him torture one of them 
underlines why he should die in pris-
on. 
Michael Devlin offered no apolo-
gies but shed light on why one of his 
victims stayed with him more than 
four years: The terrorized boy cut a 
deal just as Devlin was beginning to 
strangle him. 
"This boy made this contract, this 
deal with the devil, only to survive," 
Washington County prosecutor John 
Rupp said. 
Devlin abducted the second boy 
early this year, days before both vic-
tims were discovered alive in his 
apartment in a St. Louis suburb. 
Devlin received dozens of life sen-
tences after his pleas in Washington 
and St. Louis counties Tuesday. H e 
pleaded guilty in Franklin County 
on Monday and is to appear in fed-
l He pleaded guilty because he 
does not want the world to 
know the full extent of what he 
did:' 
Robert McCulloch, St. Louis County prosecutor, 
on Devlin's plea 
era! court on Wednesday. 
The hearings were part of an elab-
orate deal his attorneys struck in the 
four jurisdictions, where Devlin was 
charged with more than 80 counts, 
including sexual assault, kidnapping 
and attempted murder. 
Devlin said through his attor-
neys that he accepted his punish-
ment because he knew what he did 
was wrong - a statement quickly dis-
missed by prosecutors and the boys' 
families. 
"H e pleaded guilty because he 
does not want the world to know 
the foll extent of what he did," said 
St. Louis County prosecutor Robert 
McCulloch. 
During the Washington County 
hearing, Devlin admitted in graph-
ic detail how he abducted Shawn 
H ornbeck in 2002 and described 
the point at which Shawn apparent-
ly turned from a kidnap victim into 
a powerless captive. 
Several feet away, Shawn's parents 
wept. 
After the boy, then 11, was 
abducted at gunpoint while riding 
his bike in rural Washington Coun-
ty, Devlin took him to his apartment 
in suburban St. Louis and repeatedly 
sexually assaulted him. 
Days later, Devlin took Shawn 
back to Washington County in his 
pickup truck, apparently intent on 
killing the boy. 
H e said he pulled Shawn from 
his truck and began to strangle him. 
Shawn resisted. 
"I attempted to kill (Shawn) and 
he talked me out of it," Devlin said 
Tuesday. 
Devlin stopped the choking, but 
then sexually assaulted the boy again. 
Prosecutors say it was at that point 
that Shawn told Devlin he would do 
whatever was asked of him to stay 
alive. 
It was a "devil's bargain" that kept 
Shawn under Devlin's sway, even 
as the boy had phone and Internet 
access, said Shawn's stepfather, Craig 
Akers. 
"We know now the details that 
made him not run away," Akers said 
after the hearings. 
At the St. Louis County hearing, 
prosecutors said Devlin kept Shawn 
tied for weeks to a futon or a couch, 
with duct tape over his mouth. 
Devlin left the boy alone when 
he went to work at the pizzeria dur-
ing the days and returned at night to 
sexually assault him. 
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WEIRD FROM THE WIRE 
Now that's a lot of pumpkin pies 
Man wins contest with 
1,524-pound gourd 
HALF MOON BAY, Calif. 
cials said. for the Kirby Co., led to transplant 
surgery in August. Now, the color is 
returning to Sucher's cheeks and he 
is recovering. 
Two months later, Sucher says he 
feels so good it's almost as ifhe never 
was ill: "It's truly a miracle." 
ic funds-transfer machine into the 
counter and reached for a scanner 
gun, police said. 
Just think of all the pumpkin pie it 
could make. 
Pumpkins were lowered by fork-
lift onto a 5-ton capacity digital scale 
monitored by officials from the San 
Mateo County Agricultural Com-
missioner's Office. 
Sucher, 35, suffered kidney fail-
ure three years ago because of high 
blood pressure, forcing him to 
undergo dialysis. When Howard 
came by on a sales call, he learned 
that Sucher couldn't afford a new 
vacuum cleaner because of the ill-
ness. H e also learned Sucher had 0 -
positive blood - the same as his. 
Man jailed after trying to 
use $1 million bill at store 
PITTSBURGH - Change for a 
million? 
Police arrested the man, who was 
not carrying identification and has 
refused to give his name to authori-
ties. H e is being held in the Alleghe-
ny County Jail. 
Thad Starr, of Pleasant Hill, Ore., 
set a record at the annual pumpkin 
weigh-off here with his 1,524-pound 
pumpkin. H e'll get $6 a pound, 
bringing his winnings to $9,144. 
Traveling salesman gives 
kidney to sick customer Since 1969, the $100 bill is the 
largest note in circulation. 
"It's the thrill of the victory," 
Starr said Monday after his pump-
kin came out on top. "And it's the 
fruition of a year's work." 
About 80 contestants competed 
for the first-place prize, festival offi-
TWIN FALLS, Idaho - When 
Jamie Howard knocked on Paul 
Sucher's door six months ago, he 
was trying to sell him a new vacuum 
cleaner. H e ended up giving him one 
of his kidneys. The chance encounter 
with Howard, a traveling salesman 
'1 went outside, prayed about it, 
called my dad and my wife," How-
ard remembers. "(Donation) was 
something I was called to do." 
That's what a man was seeking 
Saturday when he handed a $1 mil-
lion bill to a cashier at a Pittsburgh 
supermarket. But when the Giant 
Eagle employee refused and a man-
ager confiscated the bogus bill, the 
man flew into a rage, police said. 
The man slammed an electron-
Police believe the $1 million note 
seized at the supermarket might have 
originated at a Dallas-based minis-
try. Last year, the ministry distribut-
ed thousands of religious pamphlets 
with a picture of President Grover 
Cleveland on a $1 million bill. 
Pro-Wrestl ing Saturday Night! 
Grand Ballroom-Doors at 6PM-
Costume contest 6:30-Bell time 
7:00-Tix $10 with any student 
l.D. 
________ 10/11 
10,000+ COSTUMES FOR RENT, 
plus hats wigs, makeup, beads 
and bachelorette stuff! GRAND 
BALL COSTUMES, 609 Sixth 
Street, Charleston. M-F 12-6, Sat 
10-2 34S-2617 
________ lOBl 
't' for rent 
New townhouses for rent 9th 
and Buchanon. Call (630) S05-
8374 for details. 
________ 10/17 
bedroom/l bath apt for 
August 08 Pet OK,Nice building, 
1 block south of Carmen 
Hall, Quiet block, off street 
parking,safe,unfurnished/partial ly 
furnished,attentive landlord 
$395/month,$445/mo for couple 
Call Denis 348-8848 
________ 10/26 
7 BR/3BATH DUPLEX or 14 BR/6 
BA TH DUPLEX PERFECT FOR 
FRATERNITY OR SORORITY, 
HOT TUB INCLUDED. 4 LEVELS 
O F LIVING, PRIVATE YARD, FREE 
FURNITURE UPON REQUEST, 
O FF STREET PARKING, W/D'S, 
DISHWASHERS, VAULTED 
CEILINGS. ALL INCLUSIVE 
PRICES AVAILABLE!!! VEW 
PROPERTIES AT eiprops.com TO 
SCHEDULE A SHOWING, CALL 
217-345-6210. 
________ 11/1 
FALL 2008: 5,4,3,2, BEDROOM 
HOUSES, TWO BEDROOM TWO 
BATHROOM APARTMENTS. 
348-5032 
________ 11/5 
FALL 2008: 2-3 BR HOUSES, 
2 BR APTS., 7 LOCATIONS. 
CIA, W/D, VERY NICE, WELL 
MAINTAINED. LI TTEKEN 
RENTALS, 217-345-9267. 
________ 11/13 
Newly Remodeled 2 BR w/ Loft, 
available until December and 
then again starting new semester. 
On the Square, skylight, heat, 
water, and trash included. Asking 
2 people, $325 each. 512-0334 
_________ 00 
NOW LEASING FALL 2008: 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BEDROOMS. 
CAMPUS SIDE. 345-6100, www. 
't' for rent 
jbapartments.com 
--------- 00 
Private BR in nice 8 BR home. 1 
Block from EIU campus. Furn./ 
Unfurn. Male Roommates. $425/ 
mo. plus util. (2 17)-251-1593. 
--------- 00 
JANUARY LEASES. 1, 2, OR 3 
PEOPLE. GOOD LOCATIONS, 
NCE APARTMENTS. NO 
PETS. 217-345-7286. WWW. 
JWI LLIAMSRENT ALS. COM 
--------- 00 
FOR RENT: Single Apt , 
Charleston Square, $350/MO. 
Includes gas, water, trash. Dave 
345-2171 (9AM-11AM) 
--------- 00 
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWN 
HOMES FOR RENT. 3 OR 4 
BR, 2 1/2 BATHS, TRASH AND 
PARKING INCLUDED, FOR 
$275/EACH. 348-5427 
--------- 00 
Brand New Driftwood Apt 
for Rent! 2 BR, W/D included, 
privacy deck. $550/MO, 1 year 
lease. 276-4509 
--------- 00 
Priced to rent: 3 BR apt. for 2 or 
3, trash paid, security deposit and 
lease required. SEMESTER LEASE 
POSSIBLE. No pets. 348-8305 
--------- 00 
OLD MAIN IS IN THE BACK 
YARD: 4 BR 2 Bath Duplex at 
1520 9th St. $350/person. Stove, 
refrig., micro., dishwasher, W/D. 
Ph. 348-7746 
--------- 00 
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533 
--------- 00 
New Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Furnished. Cal l Today for Lowered 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-3353. 
--------- 00 
CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD 
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND 
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000. 
--------- 00 
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with 
furnished leather furniture. 10 
o r 12 month lease. 254-8458 or 
273-2048. 
--------- 00 
University Vil lage. 4 bedroom 
't' for rent 
houses $450/per person. Al l 
utilities included.345-1400 
--------- 00 
FALL '07 - '08. 1426 9TH ST. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF 
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND 
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS. 
348-8305. 
--------- 00 
FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 BR .. APTS. 
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED. 
PLENTY OF OFF STREET 
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST. 
APTS .. CALL 345-1266. 
--------- 00 
Royal Heights Apts (behind 
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath. 
As low as $260 per/person. 
Underground Parking. 345-0936 
--------- 00 
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 1 0 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395. 
--------- 00 
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395. 
--------- 00 
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash 
and parking included. Great 
location. Call 217-345-2363. 
--------- 00 
2 bedroom apartments c lose to 
campus. Quiet area. No pets. Cal l 
345-7008 
--------- 00 
1 BR,2 BR, extra large apartments, 
partial ly furnished. Avai lable May 
16. Ideal for couples. Located at 
741-745 6th St. Rent $360-$410 
per apartment. Water and trash 
paid. Cat OK! Call 581-7729 or 
345-6127. 
--------- 00 
Efficiency. Close to campus. 
$325/month. All uti lities 
included. Males only. No pets. 
No smoking. 345-3232 days. 
--------- 00 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY:3-5 
BR HOUSES, 1075 9TH ST. OR 
1607 UNIVERSITY. CONTACT 
US AT 345-6210 FOR A 
VIEWING. 
--------- 00 
NOW SHOWING FOR 
08'-09! 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 BR 
APARTMENTS,DUPLEXES AND 
HOUSES. CONTACT US AT 345-
6210 FOR YOUR ADVANCED 
SHOWING, OR VISIT US AT 
WWW.eiprops.com 
't' for rent 
--------- 00 
4-5 bedroom, 2 bath house. 
Washer/Dryer and dishwasher. 2-
4 blocks from campus. 345-3273 
--------- 00 
2008-2009 LADIES 5,6,7 
BEDROOM HOMES. PARTIALLY 
FURNISHED, 
REMODELED.VERY 
TO CAMPUS, 10 
LEASE.345-5048 
NEWLY 
CLOSE 
MONTH 
--------- 00 
2008-2009 LADIES 2 AND 
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS. 1521 1 ST STREET. 
10 MONTH LEASE.345-5048 
--------- 00 
FALL '08 Q UALI TY/ 
CONVENIENCE. 2 & 3 bedroom 
apartments. Washer & Dryer 
included. 1-2 blocks from 
campus. (217)493-7559. www. 
myeiuhome.com 
--------- 00 
FALL '08 GREAT LOCATIONS! 
Quality 3,4,5,6,7 bedroom 
houses. Washer & Dryer 
included. (217)-493-7559. www. 
myeiuhome.com 
--------- 00 
SPRING SEMESTER '08. 6 month 
rentals available. (217)-493-
7559. 
--------- 00 
1 BEDROOM APT O N THE 
SQUARE. EXTRA NICE. CENTRAL 
AIR. $350 MO. TRASH/WATER 
PAID. 345-4010 
--------- 00 
Nice House- Aug. 08 3 Bedroom, 
1 1/2 bath, W/D, NC, dishwasher, 
Beautiful hardwood floors $260/ 
person, trash/lawn included. 
1330 A St. 345-2982 
--------- 00 
June and August 08 Duplex, 5-
Bedroom Apts. near campus, 2 
1/2 bath, W/D, NC, dishwasher, 
parking. $3 7 5/person, trash 
included. 11 06-11 08 Johnson. 
345-2982 
--------- 00 
Couples! January 08 o r sooner! 
Remodeled, 2 Bedroom Apt 
Laundry on site, parking, water/ 
trash included. $580/mo. 900 7th 
Street. 345-2982 
--------- 00 
Newly Remodeled! June and 
August 08 leases. Big, quiet, 2 
Bedroom Apts. W/D, NC, trash 
included. $670/mo. 535 W 
Grant 345-2982 
_oo 
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aged. 
't' for rent 
--------- 00 
FOR NEXT SCHOOL YEAR: 
HOUSES AND APTS., CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. VARIOUS SIZES AND 
PRICES, W/D, DISHWASHER. 
345-6967 
--------- 00 
THIS IS THE PLACE! Locally 
owned apartments. Very c lean, 
nice, furnished apartments. 
Available Fa ll 2008. 1, 2, & 3 
BR apartments. By EIU police, 
security lighting, laundry on 
premises, parking and trash 
included. Leave msg., 348-0673. 
--------- 00 
Home chi ld care facil ity needs 
Part-Time Assistant. Weekdays 
onl y. Call Kathy Perry, 345-5744 
o r Lula Vail, 345-9583. 
________ 10/10 
Sous Chef needed for fi ne dining 
restaurant Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday nights only. Phone 217-
465-2003 after 5. 
________ 10/11 
We pay up to $75 per online 
survey. www.CashToSpend.com 
-------~11/2 
!Bartending! Up to $250/day. No 
experience necessary, training 
provided. 1-800-965-6520 ext 
239 
________ 12/10 
~ ~ roommates 
roommate needed Spring 
semester. Apartment on 1st Street 
$300/month. Call 630-253-5613 
for information 
________ l 0/15 
Roommate needed now, January 
lease. 1521 2nd St., one block 
from EIU. 345-3273 
--------- 00 
Sub-lessors needed for 07' -08' 
Spring semester! 3 BR, 2 bath 
apartment with W/D. $355/MO 
cable and internet included,close 
to campus! 1140 Edgar Drive 
217-639-3510 
________ 10/26 
lJLD£/lJfJJf(£ fi1fJNfJGE/i1£NI 
$.30 per word for the first day 
$ .10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates 
$.50 per word for the first day 
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Monthly Online classlfted advertising 
available 
@ www d.ennews.com 
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get fuzzy | by darby conley 
pearls before swine | by stephan pastis
See Top CaT, page 9
Fellow senior Brad Earl was also 
impressed by Galeski’s performance. 
“The UAB game was nice; he 
had two nice goals,” Earl said. “The 
Valparaiso game, he worked hard. 
He wasn’t feeling very well, but he 
worked hard and made a difference.”
Howarth has been very impressed 
with Galeski’s improvement since his 
freshman year. 
“It’s been amazing,” Howarth 
said. “The only bad thing about that 
freshman year was he got injured. 
He played in 12 games and still had 
a big impact and he didn’t get the 
recognition that he probably should 
have deserved, but even as a fresh-
man he was a vital part of the team. 
But each year he’s just gotten bet-
ter and better, he’s gotten fitter and 
fitter, and now obviously he’s the 
nucleus of the team. He’s the one 
that brings everybody together.”
“He’s a fighter,” Earl said, “He’s 
really scrappy, you know, he works 
really hard to win the ball. And if 
you give him time, which is what 
happened (last week) he’ll hit a shot 
from 20 (feet) out he can put it in, 
that’s what happened basically.”
“I just know I’m going to give 110 
percent every time,” Galeski said, “If 
I’m not having a good game, I know 
at least I’m going to run around and 
tackle people if I need to. As long as 
you work hard, I don’t think any-
one can have any worries. If every-
one goes out and works hard, you’re 
going to be really tough to beat.”
Galeski has played a huge role 
for Eastern so far and hopes to keep 
playing at the top of his game. 
“I just go out and work hard every 
game whether we’re playing the worst 
team of the season or the best,” Gales-
ki said. “All of the guys need some-
one to look up to. Even if I’m playing 
well, they’ll see me running around 
trying my hardest and I’ll influence 
them to do the same thing.”
Fellow senior Brad Earl was also 
impressed by Galeski’s performance. 
“The UAB game was nice, he 
had two nice goals,” Earl said. “The 
Valparaiso game he worked hard. 
He wasn’t feeling very well, but he 
worked hard and made a difference.”
Howarth has been very impressed 
with Galeski’s improvement since his 
freshman year. “It’s been amazing,” 
Howarth said. “The only bad thing 
about that freshman year was he got 
injured. He played in 12 games and 
still had a big impact and he didn’t 
get the recognition that he proba-
bly should have deserved, but even 
as a freshman he was a vital part of 
the team. But each year he’s just got-
ten better and better, he’s gotten fit-
ter and fitter, and now obviously he’s 
the nucleus of the team. He’s the one 
that brings everybody together.”
“He’s a fighter,” Earl said, “He’s 
really scrappy, you know, he works 
really hard to win the ball. And if 
you give him time, which is what 
happened (last week) he’ll hit a shot 
from 20 (feet) out he can put it in, 
that’s what happened basically.”
“I just know I’m going to give 110 
percent every time,” Galeski said, “If 
I’m not having a good game, I know 
at least I’m going to run around and 
tackle people if I need to. As long as 
you work hard, I don’t think anyone 
can have any worries. If everyone 
goes out and works hard, you’re gon-
na be really tough to beat.”
FRoM Volleyball, page 9
If Eastern will be able to beat the 
top-ranked JSU, Bennett said the 
team will be sending a message to 
the rest of the OVC teams. 
“(A win) says, ‘This is anybody’s 
conference championship,’” Bennett 
said. “The top six teams have been 
playing a lot better than the bottom 
five teams, so far, but once teams 
make it to the OVC Tournament, 
then it will be the team that stays in 
their system and executes best who 
will be the champion.”
OVC teams are separated by small 
margins. The largest margin between 
teams is six matches, and the top six 
teams are separated by two or few-
er matches. Austin Peay head coach 
Jenny Hazelwood, along with other 
OVC coaches, have mentioned how 
tight the play is this season.
Hazelwood said it makes this sea-
son a great and exciting one before 
the Oct. 5 match.
“Any team can win any day,” 
Hazelwood said. “And that is 
encouraging.”
panthers utilize their full 
roster in the past few weeks
The Panthers 12-person roster 
has played in all of the games this 
season. Senior outside hitter Eliza 
Zwettler, senior setter Maren Crab-
tree and sophomore libero Shaina 
Boylan have played in 76 games so 
far this season. 
Freshman outside hitters Kelsey 
Orr and Alex Zwettler follow them 
with 73 and 70 games, while junior 
middle hitter Lauren Sopcic and 
middle blocker Amy Sesol have 
played 67 games apiece.
Bennett said she is rotating more 
of her players in and out, based on 
performance.
“The reason for more players get-
ting time off the bench is not per-
forming at the level that is need to 
be successful,” Bennett said. “We 
are looking for a hitting percentage 
of .250 or better in a match. That is 
what is needed to win.”
Earl impressed with Galeski
Panthers send a message if they beat JSU
FRoM pRoVaznik, page 9
The United States is divided into 
nine regions, and each region picks 
a representative that reports to the 
national body and brings back ideas 
from the national body to the region. 
The Midwest representative, 
Steve Plasencia from the Universi-
ty of Minnesota, was chosen by the 
coaches in that region and is in the 
last year of his three-year term.
“Plasencia does a terrible job to be 
honest, and I don’t even mind saying 
it. He does a terrible job; he doesn’t 
put any effort into it at all,” Masanet 
said. “It is unfortunate in our sport, 
anytime you see the rankings it is 
essentially one persons opinion, but 
if that one person takes some time, 
there is no reason why they can’t do 
a good job.”
Masanet said the 14th and 15th 
ranked teams, Kansas State and 
Bradley are not that good and have 
done poorly in recent meets, and 
it hasn’t changed their position. At 
a meet Sept. 15, Kansas State fin-
ished 101 points behind Creighton. 
Creighton has continued to do well 
week by week and still has not made 
the rankings. 
“They beat Kansas State by 100 
points. That’s like winning by thir-
ty points in a football game – it’s an 
obvious win,” Masanet said. “And 
for them to just keep getting glossed 
over is outrageous; they should be 
recognized.” 
Kansas State has been in 14th 
place the entire four weeks of the 
rankings, and Masanet said there is 
no reason they should be there. 
“Our seventh runner this past 
weekend ran a 26:25 and a 26:30 
at the home invite,” Masanet said. 
“Kansas State’s fifth runner hasn’t 
been able to get under 28 minutes 
this whole season. Where is the log-
ic in that?”
Masanet said he thinks the East-
ern men deserve to be in 14th or 
15th place, and Creighton deserves 
to be above that.
Masanet also pointed out even 
though Southern Illinois and Nebras-
ka did compete between the last two 
sets of rankings, they somehow man-
aged to flip positions.
It appears Plasencia doesn’t feel 
like doing any actual research and is 
just randomly moving a few teams 
here and there so it looks like he 
actually does something.  
I feel sorry for the teams in the 
Midwest region that are getting 
looked down upon because a team 
like Kansas State is consistently not 
doing well and has remained at 14th 
place all season. 
Rankings don’t measure up
across
 1 Steering wheel 
option
 5 Superior to
10 Pacific island 
nation
14 Gas leak 
evidence
15 20 Mule Team 
compound
16 Canadian dollar 
bird
17 Nativity trio
18 Ain’t 
grammatical?
19 Wilson of 
“Zoolander”
20 Expresses scorn
22 Means’ partner
23 Swiss artist Paul
24 Early TV comic 
Louis
26 Blowhard’s 
speech
29 1966 Rolling 
Stones hit
34 Give a keynote
35 Eco-friendly
36 Author Fleming
37 Hose woes
38 Nymph of Greek 
myth
39 ___ breve
40 Upper-left key
41 Prison-related
42 Prefix with task
43 Scan
45 Start a new hand
46 Part of H.R.H.
47 Tubular pasta
48 Place to dock
51 Human hand 
characteristic
57 In good shape
58 Rhone feeder
59 Back muscles, 
for short
60 Loafing
61 Word before tube 
or self
62 Neutral shade
63 Face, slangily
64 They may be the 
pits
65 Percolate
down
 1 Barnum midget
 2 Actress Lupino 
and others
 3 Business card 
graphic
 4 Tchotchkes
 5 Brought down
 6 Held up
 7 Creme-filled 
snack
 8 U-Haul rentals
 9 Like some 
warranties
10 Lapel insert
11 Corn Belt state
12 “Friends” spinoff
13 Roadside stops
21 Gen. Robert ___
25 Nikkei average 
currency
26 It may stick out
27 Pie part
28 Dressing choice
29 Dickens’s ___ 
Heep
30 Boortz of talk 
radio
31 ___ Lacs, Minn.
32 Big Three 
meeting place
33 Kind of sketch
35 What a prisoner’s 
tattoo may signify
38 Anxiety may be a 
symptom of it
39 Quarterbacks’ 
play changes
41 Rue Morgue’s 
creator
42 Prefix with 
physics
44 Rappers’ skill
45 Stair parts
47 Stopped 
listening, with 
“out” 
48 Swab name
49 Pakistani tongue
50 Has a fever, say
52 Plexiglas unit
53 Corn bread
54 Queen Anne’s 
___
55 To be, in France
56 Encouraging sign
For answers, ca  1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a m nute; or, w th a 
cred t card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annua  subscr pt ons are ava ab e for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the ast 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
On ne subscr pt ons: Today’s puzz e and more than 2,000 past 
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share t ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young 
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords.
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By Scott Richey
Online Editor
Tennessee Tech will start its third 
different quarterback in three weeks 
when true freshman Cass Barnes 
takes the field Thursday night against 
Tennessee State.
The Golden Eagles’ first-string 
quarterback, Lee Sweeney, tore the 
MCL in his knee against Murray 
State Sept. 20. 
Backup quarterback Josh Lowery 
broke his wrist in two places during 
Saturday’s game against Austin Peay 
and is out indefinitely.
Tennessee Tech coach Watson 
Brown said Lowery will be in a cast 
for the next six-to-eight weeks, and 
then his injury will be reevaluated to 
determine if he needs surgery. Brown 
said Sweeney is back to practice and 
running some, but his situation is 
still week-to-week.
“It’s part of the game, and we’ve 
just got to go on,” Brown said. “The 
silver lining here to me is that this 
will make Cass Barnes a whole lot 
better football player in the future. 
He’s getting indoctrinated a lot 
quicker than he needed to be, but 
at the same time, it will make him a 
better player for the future.”
Watson Brown said he is mov-
ing wide receiver Steven Brown to 
the backup quarterback position 
because he played quarterback in 
high school.
JSU kicker leads nation, 
tops among the FCS
Jacksonville State kicker Gavin 
Hallford kicked two more field goals 
in the Gamecocks’ 27-24 victory 
against Tennessee-Martin Saturday 
to bring his season total to 16 field 
goals.
Hallford’s 16 field goals in six 
games is tops among Football Cham-
pionship Subdivision kickers. 
Hallford has three more field 
goals than his closest competitor, 
Western Illinois’ Taylor Rowan.
The junior from Phenix City, 
Ala., leads the Ohio Valley Con-
ference in both field goals and total 
scoring with 10.5 points per game. 
Hallford’s 16 field goals and 15 extra 
points give him 63 points on the sea-
son – good enough for seventh best 
in the FCS.
Hallford’s two field goals against 
the Skyhawks give him 37 for his 
career, passing Slade Stinnet for Jack-
sonville State’s all-time record. 
Austin Peay’s top 
linebacker out of game
Austin Peay will have a hole in the 
middle of its defense when they play 
Jacksonville State Thursday night, as 
sophomore linebacker Daniel Becker 
will miss the game because of a right 
knee injury.
Becker, who is second on his 
team and third in the OVC in tack-
les, injured his knee when the Gov-
ernors took on Gardner-Webb two 
weeks ago. Becker suffered a partial-
ly torn ACL, a sprained MCL and a 
torn meniscus.
Even without Becker on Satur-
day, the Governors were able to beat 
the Golden Eagles on a last-second 
field goal, moving them to 4-2 over-
all and 2-1 in the OVC.
“It came down to who had the 
ball last, and we were fortunate to 
have the ball last,” Austin Peay coach 
Rick Christophel said. “Our kick-
er, who had missed two extra points 
and a field goal earlier in the game, 
stepped up and kicked a field goal 
with five seconds to go.”
This is the Governors first season 
in the OVC with scholarship football 
since they dropped scholarship foot-
ball in 1996, and they are at the top 
of the league. JSU head coach Jack 
Crowe puts that success on Chris-
tophel.
“There’s nobody that’s been more 
connected to every element of a 
football program than Rick Chris-
tophel is,” Crowe said. “To me, he’s 
the coach of the year in this league 
so far. There’s a history of new being 
good in this league, and Rick seems 
to have gotten that done with a team 
that I don’t think anybody expected, 
honestly, to be as good as they are.”
History of the Panthers side 
against Murray State
The last two times Eastern Illinois 
lost to Eastern Kentucky, they fol-
lowed up the next week with a win 
against Murray State. The Panthers 
take on the Racers Saturday after-
noon in Murray, Ky. 
Injuries force 
Tennessee Tech to 
start third quarterback 
Another week, another quarterback
ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
eastern illinois junior wide receiver alicus nozinor protects the ball while running during his 21-yard reception 
during saturday’s game in o’Brien stadium. nozinor and the Panthers prepare for murray state saturday. 
OHiO VAlley COnFeRenCe FOOtBAll | noteBook
By Kevin Murphy
Associate Sports Editor
The Eastern women’s golf team 
finished Tuesday in eighth place 
at the Johnie Imes Invitational in 
Colombia, Mo.
The hosts, Missouri Tigers, won 
the event with 828 strokes. Missouri’s 
Julia Potter won the event with 214 
strokes. Potter shot a 6-under-par 66 
on the final day of competition. 
Junior women’s golfer Carrie 
Riordan finished 19th overall and 
finished with a three-round total 
of 241 strokes. Riordan started out 
the day in 29th place. Junior Katie 
Imburgia finished 26th with 244 
strokes. Senior Amy Simons, soph-
omore Jamie Voorhees and red-shirt 
freshman Jenna Fox rounded out the 
Panther scoring at the Club at Old 
Hawthorne. 
The Panthers continue their fall 
golf season Monday and Tuesday 
at Missouri-Kansas City at the Fred 
Arbanas Golf Course in Kansas City, 
Mo.
Bird finishes in the top 10 at 
illinois State invitational
Sophomore men’s golfer Matt 
Bird finished seventh at the D.A. 
Weibring Intercollegiate Illinois State 
Invitational Monday in Normal.
Eastern finished sixth of 11 teams 
with 879 strokes.
Bird shot a 2-under-par 68 in the 
second round Sunday and shot an 
even round of 70 Monday to finish 
2-over-par 212 to bring the Panthers 
to the lead.
Senior Mike Imburgia finished 
20th with 218 strokes. Senior Matt 
Imburgia finished third for the Pan-
thers, and senior Jaron Rose and 
junior Matt Davis shot a three-round 
total of 230 strokes.
Illinois won the event with 837 
strokes; Southern Illinois-Carbon-
dale was second with 854 strokes; 
Illinois State was third with 862 
strokes; Northern Iowa was fourth 
with 870 stokes; and Western Illinois 
was fifth with 875 stokes.
Slota earns OVC defensive 
player of the week honor
The Ohio Valley Conference 
named Eastern sophomore defender 
Ashley Slota the defensive player of 
the week.
 Slota scored her second career 
goal on Friday against Tennessee 
Tech.
Both of Slota’s goals have come at 
home. 
Her other goal came in the OVC 
Tournament against Tennessee-Mar-
tin at Lakeside Field. 
The Mokena native led all Eastern 
players with 164 minutes last week.  
thomas earns Ohio Valley 
Conference honor
The Ohio Valley Conference 
named Eastern Illinois senior line-
backer Donald Thomas the Confer-
ence Defensive Player of the Week.
The St. Louis native made 11 
tackles in Saturday’s 28-21 loss 
against Eastern Kentucky. 
Thomas has 53 tackles this sea-
son. Thomas won the 2006 Defen-
sive Player of the Year. 
He is a candidate for the Buck 
Buchanan Defensive Player of the 
Year Award.
Galeski named MVC Offen-
sive Player of the Week
Eastern men’s soccer player Mick 
Galeski earned multiple honors on 
Monday.
The Missouri Valley Confer-
ence named the senior midfield-
er the Offensive Player of the Week. 
The honor is Galeski’s second honor 
this season. The Blackburn, England, 
native scored three goals and notched 
two assists in last week’s match-
es. Galeski scored both goals against 
Alabama-Birmingham Wednesday 
and notched two assists and scored 
against Valparaiso Sunday at Lake-
side Field. Galeski was named to the 
Topdrawersoccer.com’s Men’s Col-
lege Team of the Week as well. Junior 
defender Adam Gartner was also 
named to the Topdrawersoccer.com’s 
men’s College Team of the Week. 
PAntHeR BRieFS
women’s golf team finishes in top 10 at John imes invitational
“Butler is good enough that he could probably run for anybody in the country.”
Geoff Masanet, distance coach,
on  Brad Butler
CROSS COUntRy | noteBook
By Brandy Provaznik
Sports Reporter
The Memphis meet this past 
weekend was a new experience for a 
majority of the Eastern cross coun-
try team.
Masanet said most of the ath-
letes had probably never competed 
in a meet of that size. There were 42 
men’s teams and 41 women’s teams 
and more than 300 runners in both 
the men’s and the women’s races. 
Masanet said by building up and 
preparing for this meet for weeks, he 
thought the Panthers were physically 
and mentally ready to do well. 
“I just hope that we don’t become 
too tired and not be able to carry 
over the same amount of energy and 
mental strength into Bradley this 
weekend,” Masanet said. 
Red-shirt freshman Mario Cas-
trejon said the meet was tiring, but 
it was also a good stepping stone 
for Bradley. He said it was a definite 
confidence boost for the team. 
Runners keep race logs and 
turn in written critiques 
After every practice or training, 
Masanet wants his runners to keep a 
log of what they did and how they felt 
in order to see where they are at certain 
points and to see how they improve. 
“It allows them to analyze splits or 
how they do on a certain course, or 
during a certain practice,” Masanet 
said. “It is what good runners do; 
you don’t just run and go home and 
not think about it anymore.” 
After some meets, Masanet asks 
the Panthers to turn in written cri-
tiques of how they did and why. 
He asks them to discuss what they 
felt like before, during and after the 
race, and give him a detailed paper 
in order for him to see how the meet 
affected everyone individually. 
“It just gives me a better idea of 
what is going on,” Masanet said. “And, 
of course, you can always go back to it 
and learn from your last critique.” 
Butler breaks the 
25-minute mark
Red-shirt senior Brad But-
ler ran in the Memphis Twilight 
meet unattached and placed 15th 
out of 341 runners with a time of 
24:54.21.
“Breaking that 25 minute bar-
rier is like batting .300 in baseball 
or scoring 20 buckets on average a 
game,” Masanet said. “It is some-
thing of pretty high significance – 
you break 25, and you are doing 
something right.” 
Butler said he went out hard and 
was not used to a 4:40 as his mile 
split, but he just hung with a group 
of guys who helped pull him along.
Butler said during his freshman 
year, he was not even breaking 26 
minutes. 
“Butler is good enough that he 
could probably run for anybody 
in the country,” Masanet said. “He 
might be Stanford’s 10th guy, but 
he could be on their team and run-
ning decently for them.” 
Memphis meet provides new experience for eastern
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OVC FOOTBALL d/I 
Daily Eastern News sports editor Adam Tedder, football beat reporter Matt Daniels, online editor Scott Richey and associate online 
editor Nora Maberry make their predictions for OVC football games. Daniels, Richey and Maberry will cover every Eastern game 
this year. Here are the picks for Eastern 's game at Murray State and the OVC game to watch , Jacksonville State at Austin Peay. 
Number to remember 
165 
•Number of receptions 
Tennessee Tech wide receiver 
Larry Shipp has in career, tied 
for 5th all-time in league. 
Last Week's Record 
Overall Record 
Eastern Illinois (3·3) 
at 
Murray State ( 1 ·4) 
*Note: Last time Eastern traveled to Murray, 
Panthers defense scored three touchdowns 
in 35-28 win during 2005 season. 
Jacksonville State (3·3) 
at 
Austin Peay ( 4·2) 
*Note: In 35 years of playing in the OVC, 
Austin Peay has one league title. In five 
years of OVC play, JSU has two. 
Adam Tedder 
S orts Editor 
1·2 
(29·13) 
Eastern Illinois 2 4 
Murray State 1 3 
·Panthers keep Murray winless in the 
OVC as they get back on track. Senior 
running back Ademola Adeniji has 
another big day. 
Austin Peay 30 
Jacksonville State 27 
·The Governors prove loss at 
Gardner-Webb was hiccup in the 
season as they go on to win two in 
a row. 
Matt Daniels 
Staff Re orter 
1·2 
(30·12) 
Eastern Illinois 26 
Murray State 20 
·Panthers offense finally remembers 
it has Micah Rucker on their team. 
Senior wide receiver has first 100· 
yard game since opener in close win. 
Jacksonville State 23 
Austin Peay 17 
·JSU's Gavin Hallford is the difference 
in this one. OVC·leading kicker with 
16 field goals adds three more 
against surprising Governors squad. 
Game of the Week 
JACKSONVILLE STATE 
AT 
AUSTIN PEAY 
•Time: 6 p.m. 
·Day: Saturday 
•Location: Governors Stadium 
·On air: ESP NU 
·Series History: Jacksonville State leads 8-6-3 
·Reason to watch: Austin Peay is eight points 
away from being 6-0. Two missed extra points 
against Tennessee State cost the Governors 
that game on Sept. 15. Austin Peay led Ga rdner-
Webb 13-6 before allowing Gardner-Webb 14 
points in the fourth quarter for its second loss. A 
bend-but-don't break defense, along with a dan-
gerous running threat in Chris Fletcher, makes 
Peay a legitimate threat to JSU . 
·Jacksonville State has won its last two confer-
ence games by capitalizing on its opponents 
mistakes. In lastThursday's 27-24 win against 
Tennessee-Martin, JSU scored first on a 35-yard 
interception return. In the Gamecocks 40-24 
win two weeks ago against Murray State, JSU re-
turned a kickoff 89 yards for a touchdown and 
blocked a punt and returned it for a touchdown. 
·JSU head coach: Jack Crowe (46-37 at JSU; 
60-67 overall) 
·APSU head coach: Rick Christophel (4-2 at 
Austin Peay and overall) 
JACKSONVILLE STATE SPORTS INFORMATION 
Jacksonville State senior linebacker Drew Robinson 
returns an interception 45 yards for a touchdown in JSU's 
33-19 win against Chattanooga. The Gamecocks will play 
at Austin Peay at 6 p.m. Saturday. 
UPON FURTHER REVIEW: A WEEKLY GLANCE AT OVC FOOTBALL ACTION 
Scott Richey 
Online Editor 
1·2 
(32-10) 
Eastern Illinois 30 
Murray State 7 
·Panthers get back on track against 
the Racers and move up the OVC 
rankings. Young Murray squad no 
match for angry Eastern team. 
Jacksonville State 27 
Austin Peay 21 
·Gamecocks ride quarterback Cedric 
Johnson and their defense to a win 
over the Governors. Austin Peay's 
comeback isn't enough. 
Last week's OVC scores 
Oct. 4 
(0VC Teams in bold) 
Jacksonville State 27 
Tennessee-Martin 24 
Oct. 6 
Eastern Kentucky 28 
Eastern Illinois 21 
Austin Peay 30 
Tennessee Tech 27 
On the Web: 
•Check out dennews.com for a 
podcast of Eastern head coach 
Bob Spoo and Murray State head 
coach Matt Griffin speaking during 
Tuesday' s OVC Teleconference 
about Saturday's game between 
the two schools. 
•Also check out dennews.com for 
our staff 's predictions for the 
other league game this week. 
Online Editor Scott Richey has a 
slim two-game lead over Eastern 
Illinois football beat reporter 
Matt Daniels and Associate Online 
Editor Nora Maberry. Sports Editor 
Adam Tedder sits in last place. 
•Visit dennews.com shortly after 
Eastern Illinois' game at Murray 
State to find out if the Panthers 
playoff hopes are still alive. 
Nora Maberry 
Associate Online Editor 
(30·12) 
Eastern Illinois 37 
Murray State 20 
·Panthers avoid last year's slow start 
to jump out to big lead. Defense 
forces four turnovers against young 
Murray offense. 
Austin Peay 21 
Jacksonville State 17 
·Governors score late on running back 
Chris Fletcher's third touchdown to 
show national television audience 
Peay is for real. 
OVC Football Standings 
Team Cont. Overall 
E. Kentucky 3-0 4-2 
Tenn. State 1-0 2-3 
Austin Peay 2-1 4-2 
Eastern 2-1 3.3 
Jack. State 2-1 3.3 
Tenn. Tech 2-2 4-2 
Samford 1-1 3-2 
Murray State 0-2 1-4 
SEMO 0-2 2-3 
Tenn.-Martin 0-3 0-6 
Players of the Week 
Offensive 
Allan Holland - Eastern Kentucky 
-Junior quarterback completed 30-
of-44 passes for 321 yards and two 
TD's. 
Defensive 
Donald Thomas - Eastern Illinois 
-Senior linebacker had 11 tack-
les and limited EKU's rushing attack to 
74 yards. 
Specialist 
Taylor Long - Eastern Kentucky 
-Junior kicker made 4-of-4 field 
goals (21, 32. 33 and 34) and is 9-for-
9 this season. 
Newcomer 
Cedric Johnson - Jacksonville 
State 
-Junior quarterback went 15-for-27 
and 227 passing yards to go along with 
46 yards rushing on seven carries. 
EKU has hope this year of playoff berth 
Matt Daniels 
Eastern football beat reporter 
Eastern Kenn1cky is in control of 
its own destiny now. 
With the Colonels win at Ohio 
Valley Conference favorite Eastern 
Illinois on Saturday, EKU (4-2, 3-
0 OVC) has a chance to win its first 
league title since 1997. 
The program is incredibly consis-
tent, with 29 straight winning sea-
sons. But during head coach Dan-
ny Hope's five-year tenure, high pre-
season expectations haven't always 
turned into strong years for his team. 
Last year the Colonels were 
picked to win the league, but lost 
three of their first four league games 
to fall out of contention. 
The Colonels, who were picked to 
finish fourth in the league's preseason 
poll, are proving that wrong by cut-
ting down on mistakes and penalties, 
two areas that hurt EKU last year. 
The team was rewarded for their 
win in Charleston by being named 
the Football Championship Subdivi-
sion National Team of the Week by 
CollegeSportsReport.com this week. 
With five conference games lefi:, 
EKU has a chance to win out and 
earn the league's automatic playoff 
berth. 
Here's a look at the rest of EKU's 
schedule. 
Saturday vs. Southeast Missouri 
The Colonels showed they need 
work on stopping the run in their 
game against Eastern Illinois. And 
run is about all SEMO's offense has 
to offer. The home game for EKU 
should help against SEMO. The 
Redhawks are 1-4 in league road 
games under second-year head coach 
Tony Samuel. 
Oct. 20 vs. Tennessee State 
The Tigers and Colonels should 
come into this game with perfect 
league marks. EKU will be tested 
by a superior athletic team in TSU, 
but the Tigers weak special teams has 
hurt them this year. 
Oct. 27 at Murray State 
One never knows what to expect 
out of the young and inexperienced 
Racers. These two rivals historical-
ly have had close games. But the last 
two years, EKU has won both and 
outscored Murray 94-28. 
Nov. I 0 at Austin Peay 
The surprise team of the league 
faces the most consistent team in the 
league. 
Looking at the series history 
between the two schools (EKU leads 
36-3) would suggest the win would 
be huge for Austin Peay. But injury 
problems for the Governors might 
limit their chances for the team's first 
win against EKU since 1977. 
Nov. 17 vs. Tennessee Tech 
Expect a late-season shoot-
out between these two high-octane 
offenses. Whoever has the ball last 
has the best chance to leave with the 
win. 
The Colonels should have revenge 
on their minds after Tech upset them 
last year in EKU's first conference 
loss. 
What others are saying 
"The turnovers aside, there wasn't 
a whole lot that was bad for the 
Golden Eagles on Saturday. Despite 
the losing score on the board, Tech 
had a great effort to win the game. 
The inexperience on the offense was 
a factor, but it wasn't the deciding 
one." 
-Herald-Citizen staff report-
er Thomas Corhern in his Oct. 8 sto-
ry about Tennessee Tech's 30-27 /,oss 
against Austin Peay on Saturday. 
• 
TRIPLE THREAl 
Ademola AdenlJI 
Ea.stern Illinois started off the 
season with depth at the running 
back position. At one time, It had 
four healthy backs and junior 
• fullback Chip Keyes. But now, the 
Panthers only have one running 
back at 100 percent - senior 
Ademola Adenlji (above). Adenljl 
had his Eastern best game on 
Saturday ran for 186 yards and a 
touchdown. 
Here are some of the recent . 
I' replacement players In the NFL. 
1. Kurt w.mer (ArtzoNI) - The 
former St. Louis Ram cffidally replaced 
Mart Leinhart as 1he starter after Lein· 
harl broke his collarbone In Sunday's 
game aga1ns1 Warner's former 1eam, 1he 
Rams. Warner Is 43·for-691his season for 
580 yards. four 1ouchdowns and one In-
terception. 
2. lktM GtieM (Chicago) - Af· 
ter a season on 1he bench. Griese found 
himself Griese has 1hrown for foui 
touchdowns. four lntercepuons for 500 
yards 1n two games. 
3. T•Yaris JMbon (MlnnesoQ) 
- Jackson will re1urn 10 lhe game 1h1s 
Sunday when lhe Bea~ and Vikings play 
each 01her Jackson has been Sldehned 
for two games with a groin lniury He has 
thro-.vn for one touchdown and five in-
1e1cep11ons w11h 329 passing yards chis 
season 
·Addm Tedder 
BRANDY PROVAZNIK 
--- --
Stats 
don't tell 
the truth 
The Chicago Bears had 1he best 
defense in the league last year. 
Thai is a stat I have heard 
thrown around so many times, 
but it doesn't mean as much if 
you look a1 1hc offenses the Bears 
played against last season. 
Oc1roi1, Green Bay, San Fran-
cisco, Minncsoca and any och-
er Nalional Football Confer-
ence ceam rha1 played poorly lase 
season (which, by the way, was 
a majoriry of the teams in the 
NFC). Docsn'r look so grcar any-
more, docs it? 
So, basically, that stat, best 
defense in the league, means less 
when you actually break ir down. 
Statistics and rankin~ are so sub-
jective and easily skewed um ii has 
become hard 10 cake rhcm seriously. 
Head coach Geoff Masanct 
said it is even harder for the men's 
cross country reams in rhc Mid-
west region because of how poor-
ly the rankings have been put 
rogcther. 
SEE PROVAZNIK, PA(j£9 
, . 
I OVC FOOTBALL PODCASTS. 
Check out dennews.com tor a podcast of Eastern head coach Bob SpbO and Murray State head coach Matt 
Grtifin speaking during Tuesday's <:NC Teleconference about Saturday's game between the two schools. 
TOP CAT I M"t< GALE·SKl 
DEVOTI.ON PAYS.OFF 
By Tyler Smith 
Staff Reporter 
As the men's soccer team finished 
practice, all of the players nugr.ated 
coward the watcc bottles and waited 
on the coach's post practice instruc-
tions . 
All cxccpt Mick Galcski. 
Galcski· is busy on the field work-
ing on perfu:ting a ·kick. Tune after 
time the senior bounces the ball into 
the air then sends ir 30 feet down the 
fidd, trying to hit a spot on the fidd. 
The players watch from the sidelines 
as G2lcski works on the skill long 
after practice is over. 
"(Mick) c:erainly leads by c:xam-
plc," Eastern head coach Adam 
Howarth said. "Pretty much every 
player on this team has a huge 
amounr of respect for him. Your 
captain is me one who's staying after 
practicc working our, scoring goals. 
And that's how it should be." 
"He has a huge amount of pas-
sion for the game. He lives for the 
game. He really is a leader in thac 
respect. He wantS ro win so badly. 
He wanrs the team co do really well. 
He's the first guy that would put the 
t~ ahead of everybody. (Even) if 
he doesn't play well, as long as the 
ream wins, he's happy." 
Last week G2leski was huge for 
the Panthers. The senior scored two 
goals against Alabama-Birmingham 
Wednesday before notching two 
assisrs and another goal of his own 
Sunday against Valparaiso. 
Galeski was named co Topdrawer-
socccr.com's Team of the Weck and 
was also named the Missouri Valley 
Conference's Offensive Player of rhc 
Week, his second such award this 
season. Only three other players in 
school hisrory received that recogni-
tion twice in one season . 
"Especially after the Wescern loss, 
we needed to come out and show 
people we could play," Galeski said, 
" I think we've done that. And espe-
cially with che goals we've been scor-
ing. I think we showed people chat 
(the Western macch) was just a bad 
game for us." 
The Blackburn, England, native 
talked about scores ffum the past 
week. 
"We've been working a lot on 
shooting lardy, and I could rdl coach 
wanted me to shoot, so I just hir ir 
and, lucky for me, ir wcnc flying in 
the top corner. My second one, it 
VOLLEYBALL I NOTEBOOK 
AMIR~ ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Senior midfielder Mick Galeski scored three goals last week and notched 
two assists. The Blackburn, England, native was named the Missouri 
Valley Conference Offensive Player of the Week for the second time this 
season. The Panthers open up MVC play against Drake at 4 tonight at 
Lakeside Field. 
Ediwr's note: Top Car is a 1veekly fta-
turr pieu which displays one of the top 
nthkta from the pasr weelt and gives a 
profik of''" player and mommn from 
the sporting evmt. 
was probably one of the bcs1 crosses 
I've ever seen from Qunior defender) 
Adam Ganner. All I really had to do 
was put my head on it and it was in 
the goal. Against Valparaiso, we were 
already up 3-0. I just rolled ic in che 
far comer." 
"He had a great week," Howanh 
said. 0 Hc scored . (three) fantastic 
goals. He's certainly taken the lead-
ership role ro a new levd this year. 
He's not a hugely vocal guy but he'll 
certainly scream and shout when he 
needs to and gee guys pumped up. 
He knows now that the most impor-
tant games arc ro come and he needs 
to really step up even more. And 
I have no hesitation chat he's nor 
go!ng to do chat. He just needs to 
keep doing what he's doing.~ 
SEE TOP CAT, PAGE 9 
Panthers remain in contention in OVC 
By Ad.m Tedder 
Sports Editor 
Eastern head coach Lori Ben-
nett said it quickly and in a famil iar 
way, like a rehearsed line for a play, 
while looking at a board with ran-
dom notes about Ohio Valley Con-
f ercncc tca.m.s. 
"We're still in if; we've goc a 
thance," she said. 
Nearing che midpoint of che Ohio 
Valley Conference volleyball season, 
Bennett is talking about being one 
of six teams to make the OVC tour-
nament. ' 
The P-mthcrs cwrdldy have a 2-1 
OVC record and a 9-9 overall record, 
and arc in ninth place of I I teams. 
Bennett said she believes her team 
deserves to be told directly where it 
stands in the conference. 
"I don't believe in tricking my 
team to win," Bennett said. "They 
need to know what's going on and • 
need to know what co do so they can 
win and ger inco the cop six ccams." 
State ar 7 p.m. Friday at Pete Mat-
thews Coliseum. The Gamecocks 
arc winners of their last two macches 
and arc currendy in sole possession . 
of firsr place in the OVC standings 
with a 7-1 OVC record and a 10-5 
overall record. Eastcm's next oppo-
nent will be Samford at 2 p.m. Sat-
urday ar Seibert Gym. The BuUdogs 
(3-5 OVC, 8-9 overall) are currendy 
in seventh place. 
P•nthers to travel by 
•lrpl•n• for Al•INirma te•ms 
The P-mchcrs will rravd to facc 
two AW>ama OVC opponencs ro 
finish their four-match road trip. 
Ea.stem ._m first f.u:e Jacksonville 
Bennett said travding through the ' 
air will serve as a bcncr oprion than 
-.W<ing a bus to Alabama.J>ecausc it 
W'lb-kccp the ceam from bclig rired. 
SEE VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 9 
- DINNEWS.coM 
MEN'S SOCCER I 
EASTERN VS. DRAKE 
Pant·hers 
begin . 
MVCplay 
ByO...CUACk 
Staff Reporter 
Eastern comes into Missouri 
Valley Conference play )Vith the 
best non-confc.mcc record (8-2-
2). 
But the Panthets have 
been in this situation before. 
Last season, th~ Panthers wcrc 8-
3 headed into c.onfcrcnc:c play, 
only to go 1-3-2 in the MVC and 
finish in sixth place. The Panthers 
look to start MVC play with a 
win when they_ play Drake (7-3-
1) at 4 tonight at Lakeside Fidd. 
This year, the team has its 
eyes set on the top prize: the first 
MVC title in school hisrory. 
Senior midfiddcr and four-
year stancr Brad Earl said there 
arc a numbc.r of reasons this year's 
team is better than the last. 
·we arc more ra.lcnted," Ea.rt 
said. "'This is the mosr talcnr our 
team has had since my freshman 
year."' 
Earl said the non-conf crcncc 
schedule and rcruming starters 
make a difference 
"We have played bigger pro-
grams this season on the road, 
and we have either won or tied," 
he said. "We returned nine start-
ers from a team that went to the 
conference scmifinals last season. 
This is an experienced team - and 
an older team." 
Eastern head coach Adam 
Howanh agreed. 
Howanh said second-year cap-
tain and senior mid6dder Mick 
Galeski and the freshmen d ass 
tuve helped the team dramatically. 
"This is Mick's second year 
as captain, and he is a year older 
and better," Howarth said. "The 
seniors, juniors and sophomores 
have all played grcar, and the 
freshman have added great depth 
to our team." 
Howanh said the e:xpcticncc 
of the older players has also made • 
the team better. 
"Our guys have gone through 
a lot of ups and downs," Howarth 
said. "And ou.r younger guys arc 
getting used ro playing rogcchcr." 
Junior forward and three-year 
srarter Brad Peters ~d chcmisrry 
is why chis team is an improve-
ment over last year's squad. 
"Our team chemistry is much 
better than last sc:a.son's," Pecers 
said. "Look at the scars; it is a lot 
of people scoring goals. This sea-
son ~ been a complete ream 
cfforr/ And our defense has been 
rcrrifiC°:' Th~thcrs have scored 19 
goals through the season and, in 
2006, scored I 8 goili through I 0 
games. Seven different Panthers 
have scored this season; only five 
different Panthers scored before 
MVC play last season. 
The team looks to use leader-
ship, chemistry, depth and talent 
in the MYC opener. 
Eastern played Dfak.c to a 
scoreless draw lase season in Des 
Moines, Iowa. 

